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Abstract: Objective: This retrospective study aimed to investigate the clinical efficacy and safety of carotid artery
stenting (CAS) in elderly patients with internal carotid artery stenosis (ICS). Methods: Ninety elderly ICS patients
admitted between January 2019 - July 2021 were selected and divided into a control group and a research group
according to different treatment method. The 42 cases in the control group were received carotid endarterectomy
and the 48 cases in the research group were treated with CAS. The effects of the two intervention methods on the
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, complication rate, oxidative stress, inflammatory cytokines and cognitive function were observed and evaluated. Results: Compared to baseline (before treatment), the
research group showed significantly reduced scores of NIHSS and activities of daily living, appreciably decreased
levels of malonaldehyde, interleukin-6 and high-sensitivity C-reactive-protein, but increased superoxide dismutase,
Rapid Verbal Retrieve score and Digit Span Test score after treatment. Also, the same trends were found when
comparing the above results with those of the control group after treatment. The two groups showed a comparable
complication rate. Conclusions: The above data indicate a definite clinical efficacy and a favorable safety profile of
CAS for ICS in the elderly. CAS can effectively reduce the oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokines of patients and
enhance their cognitive function.
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Introduction
As one of the main cerebral vessels, the carotid
artery is responsible for transporting blood
from the heart to head, neck, and face [1].
Internal carotid artery stenosis (ICS), with atherosclerosis as its main cause and arteritis,
arterial dissection, and cervical radiotherapy
as secondary predisposing factors, is the main
cause of cerebral ischemia events and has a
predilection for the elderly [2, 3]. The risk of
cerebral ischemic events becomes elevated if
the degree of ICS exceeds 50% [4]. This disease can be symptomatic or asymptomatic, but
asymptomatic patients will eventually develop
symptoms. Therefore, it is of great significance
to analyze the therapeutic effect of ICS from
the perspective of surgical treatment for
asymptomatic patients to optimize disease
management [5-7].
Currently, the surgical strategy for ICS is mainly
to remove thickened intima and atherosclerotic

plaque by stripping the carotid intima, thus alleviating vascular stenosis and restoring normal
blood supply to the brain [8]. Both carotid endarterectomy (CEA) and carotid artery stenting
(CAS) have been shown to be effective in treating patients with severe ICS, either symptomatic or asymptomatic [9]. The study of Marsman
et al. [10] has pointed out that CEA is a preferred treatment for symptomatic patients with
> 50% degree of ICS. It also helps prevent
ischemic stroke during treatment for ICS, but
still has a risk of postoperative stroke of 2-5%
[11]. Nowadays, the effectiveness of CAS in
treating ICS has been increasingly recognized
in studies. For example, Zhang et al. [12] reported that CAS could basically relieve the symptoms of patients with ICS, increase intracranial
blood supply, alleviate or correct hypoperfusion, and gradually eliminate harmful substances present during ischemia and excitatory
amino acids, thus improving patients’ cognitive
function (CF). There is also a single case report
by Ryu [13], which applied CAS for an elderly
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patient with ICS of a persistent primitive sublingual artery, and found that the treatment not
only prevented distal embolism, but also
ensured the smooth flow of regional blood flow
in both arteries.
In this study, we included 90 elderly patients
with ICS for analysis, with the aim to provide
novel insight into the management of elderly
ICS patients and prevention of complications.
Materials and methods
General data
This retrospective study was conducted after
obtaining approval from the Ethics Committee.
Elderly ICS patients (n=90) admitted between
January 2019 to July 2021 were selected as
research participants. Inclusion criteria: patients diagnosed with ICS; patients aged over
60 years old; patients had no operative contraindications and were treatment-naive; patients
had no obvious abnormality in brain tissue;
patients did not use drugs in the last six months
that might affect the results of this study.
Exclusion criteria: patients had severe organ
dysfunction; patients had intracranial aneurysm or vascular malformation; patients had
coagulation dysfunction; patients had serious
mental disorders; patients had infectious or
immune system diseases; patients had recurrent ICS.
Patients were grouped according to the different treatment methods they received. Those
who received CEA were set as a control group
(n=42), including 22 men and 20 women, with
an average age of (66.74 ± 4.04) years old and
a disease course of (3.74 ± 1.77) years. The
patients who underwent CAS were set as a
research group (n=48), with a male-to-female
ratio of 29:19, a mean age of (68.79 ± 5.99)
years old and a disease course of (3.81 ± 1.44)
years.
Surgical methods
CEA: patients were given general anesthesia,
electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring and dynamic evaluation of blood pressure (BP). The appropriate surgical incision was determined based on the preoperative evaluation of the distance between the distal endarterial plaque
and the carotid bifurcation. The common, internal, and external carotid arteries were then
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exposed by separating anterior carotid tissue
layer by layer. Before arterial occlusion intervention, systemic heparinization (Shanghai
Yuntai Information Technology Co., Ltd., YTD0003) was administered intravenously, and the
systolic BP was adjusted to be 20 mmHg higher
than the basal to prevent intraoperative cerebral hypoperfusion. Then, 7-0 sutures (Henan
Zeyuan Medical Equipment Sales Co., Ltd.,
8735H 7-0) were used after complete stripping
of the intimal plaque. The BP was adjusted to
the basal BP after incision suturing, and protamine (Beijing Pufei Biotechnology Co., Ltd.,
PR1197) and heparin were injected by an iv
bolus to neutralize heparin to relieve arterial
occlusion.
CAS: patients were given general anesthesia
and ECG monitoring. After the puncture of the
right femoral artery, an 8F arterial sheath was
placed. Following systemic heparinization, the
guide tube was placed proximal to the carotid
stenosis, the protective umbrella was placed
and the balloon was predilated, followed by the
placement of self-expanding stent. After positioning, the stent was released, the umbrella
was recovered, the guide wire and catheter
were withdrawn, and the artery was closed.
Outcome measures
(1) National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale
(NIHSS) [14]. The score ranges from 0 points to
42 points and is proportional to neurological
impairment.
(2) Safety. Local hematoma, hyperperfusion
syndrome, vasovagal reflex, ischemic stroke,
lower limb deep venous thrombosis and other
adverse events were recorded in both groups.
(3) Oxidative stress (OS) and inflammatory cytokines (ICs). Malonaldehyde (MDA), superoxide
dismutase (SOD), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and highsensitivity C-reactive-protein (hs-CRP) levels in
the serum, which was separated from 4 mL of
fasting elbow venous blood collected from each
patient before and one month after treatment,
were measured using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits (Shanghai Guang
Rui Biological Co., Ltd., elisa2013-0840, 416,
1401, 1497) [15].
(4) CF. Patients’ CF was evaluated by the
Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Scale, Rapid
Verbal Retrieve (RVR) and Digit Span Test (DS)
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Table 1. General data of the two groups of patients [n (%), mean ± SD]
Factor
Sex
Male
Female
Average age (years)
Course of disease (years)
Stenosis of the initial segment of internal carotid artery
Without
With
Extracranial segment stenosis
Without
With
Stenosis with atheromatous plaques
Without
With
Hypertension
Without
With
Diabetes mellitus
Without
With
Hyperlipidemia
Without
With
Stenosis length (mm)
< 15
≥ 15

[16]. Among them, the ADL score ranges from
20 to 80 points and is directly proportional to
cognitive impairment. RVR is mainly used to
evaluate long-term memory and language function, while DS to assess attention and immediate memory.
Among these indicators, NIHSS, safety, OS and
ICs were primary outcome measures, while
ADL, RVR and DS were the secondary ones.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
20.0 (Beijing Easybio), and figures were generated by GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, USA). The Chi-square test was utilized for inter-group comparison of categorical
data represented as case/percentage [n (%)].
The quantitative data were expressed as mean
± standard deviation (mean ± SD), and differences between groups and within groups were
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n

Control group
(n=42)

Research group
(n=48)

χ2/t

P

0.589 0.443
51 22 (52.38)
39 20 (47.62)
90 66.74 ± 4.04
90 3.74 ± 1.77

29 (60.42)
19 (39.58)
68.79 ± 5.99
3.81 ± 1.44

50
40

24 (57.14)
18 (42.86)

26 (54.17)
22 (45.83)

84
6

39 (92.86)
3 (7.14)

45 (93.75)
3 (6.25)

1.875 0.064
0.207 0.837
0.080 0.777

0.029 0.866

0.804 0.370
60
30

30 (71.43)
12 (28.57)

30 (62.50)
18 (37.50)
0.237 0.626

62
28

30 (71.43)
12 (28.57)

32 (66.67)
16 (33.33)
0.947 0.330

53
37

27 (64.29)
15 (35.71)

26 (54.17)
22 (45.83)

58
32

29 (69.05)
13 (30.95)

29 (60.42)
19 (39.58)

42
48

18 (42.86)
24 (57.14)

24 (50.00)
24 (50.00)

0.728 0.394

0.459 0.498

identified using the independent samples t-test
and paired t-test, respectively. P < 0.05 was the
threshold of significance.
Results
Baseline data
The two groups differed insignificantly in sex,
mean age, course of disease, initial segment
stenosis of internal carotid artery, extracranial
segment stenosis, stenosis with atheromatous
plaques, hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, stenosis length and other baseline data
(P > 0.05) (Table 1).
Influences of two intervention methods on
NIHSS score
We used the NIHSS to evaluate the impacts of
the two interventions on the clinical outcomes
of ICS patients. Our data showed that the preAm J Transl Res 2022;14(10):7128-7134
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tical differences in MDA and SOD before
treatment (P > 0.05). After intervention, MDA
decreased and SOD increased in both groups,
and compared to the control group, MDA was
lower and SOD was higher in the research group
(P < 0.01) (Figure 2).
Impacts of the two intervention methods on
ICs

Figure 1. Effects of both intervention methods on NIHSS score. **P < 0.01. NIHSS, National Institutes of
Health Stroke Scale.

and post-treatment NIHSS scores (points) in
the research group were (13.05 ± 2.00) and
(7.71 ± 1.61), respectively, while those in the
control group were (12.26 ± 2.26) and (9.60 ±
1.90), respectively. The above data showed no
statistical difference between the two groups
in the NIHSS score before treatment (P > 0.05),
but markedly reduced scores in both groups
after treatment, with lower score in the research
group than that in the control group (P < 0.01)
(Figure 1).
Influences of two intervention methods on patient safety
We examined the safety of the two groups of
patients to assess the impacts of the two treatments on patient safety. Death, cardiac complications, cranial nerve injury, ischemic stroke
and bradycardia/hypotension were observed
in 1, 1, 0, 0 and 3 cases, respectively in the
research group, while the corresponding cases
in the control group were 1, 2, 3, 2 and 0,
respectively. The incidence of adverse events
was not statistically different between the
research group and the control group (10.41%
vs. 19.05%, P > 0.05) (Table 2).
Impacts of the two intervention methods on
patients’ OS
OS values were measured in both groups to
analyze the effects of the two surgical procedures on OS. The two groups showed no statis-
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Pre- and post-treatment ICs were measured to
analyze the influences of the two interventions
on inflammation. The two groups showed no
significant differences in IL-6 and hs-CRP
before treatment (P > 0.05). After treatment,
the ICs were reduced significantly in both
groups and were lower in the research group
than those in the control group (P < 0.01)
(Figure 3).
Influences of the two intervention methods on
patients’ CF
Using ADL, RVR, DS scales, the impacts of the
two intervention methods on patients’ CF were
assessed. The data also showed that ADL, RVR,
and DS of the two groups were not statistically
different before treatment (P > 0.05). The posttreatment ADL score in the research group was
lower than that before treatment and that in
control group after treatment (P < 0.01). In
addition, the post-treatment RVR and DS scores
of research group were significantly elevated
and were higher than those of the control group
(P < 0.05) (Figure 4).
Discussion
Internal carotid stenosis (ICS) originates from
abnormal narrowing or contraction of the inner
surface of the carotid artery, which is mainly
manifested as abnormal accumulation of atherosclerotic plaque on the artery wall that leads
to blood flow obstruction [17]. This study aims
to provide novel insights into ICS treatment.
At present, CAS has developed as a reliable
alternative to CEA, and is suitable for symptomatic patients with moderate- and high-grade
ICS [18]. Its therapeutic advantage is that it can
quickly relieve arterial stenosis and ischemiarelated distal vascular hemodynamic abnormalities, and plays a cerebral protective role in
cerebrovascular diseases [8]. In our research,
ICS patients treated with CEA were included in
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Table 2. Adverse events after treatment in the two groups [n (%)]
Category
Death
Cardiac complications
Cranial nerve injury
Ischemic stroke
Bradycardia or hypotension
Total

Control group (n=42)
1 (2.38)
2 (4.76)
3 (7.14)
2 (4.76)
0 (0.00)
8 (19.05)

Research group (n=48)
1 (2.08)
1 (2.08)
0 (0.00)
0 (0.00)
3 (6.25)
5 (10.41)

χ2 value
1.350

P value
0.245

adversely affects patients’ CF
[19, 20]. As far as patient safety
is concerned, patients in the
research group mainly developed bradycardia or hypotension, followed by death and cardiac complications. In the control group, cranial nerve injury
was predominant, followed by
cardiac complications, ischemic stroke, and death. The
statistics on complication rate
Figure 2. Effects of both intervention methods on the OS of patients. A.
identified no statistical differEffects of the two intervention methods on MDA of the patients. B. Effects
ence between the two groups,
of the two intervention methods on SOD of the patients. Note: **P < 0.01.
which was similar to the findMDA, Malonaldehyde; SOD, superoxide dismutase; OS, oxidative stress.
ings of Trystuła M et al. [21].
Apart from that, OS and inflammation are the main pathogenic
processes of atherosclerosisrelated carotid stenosis, whereby OS can lead to intracranial
carotid atherosclerosis and cerebral vascular oxidative damage, while vascular inflammation can induce the generation
and deterioration of atherosclerotic plaques in human aorta,
carotid artery, brain, and coronary artery [22]. The experimental results of a mouse vasFigure 3. Effects of both intervention methods on the ICs of patients. A.
Effects of the 2 intervention methods on IL-6 of the patients. B. Effects of
cular dementia model estabthe 2 intervention methods on hs-CRP of the patients. Note: **P < 0.01.
lished by bilateral common
ICs, inflammatory cytokines; IL-6, interleukin-6; hs-CRP, high-sensitivity Ccarotid artery stenosis also
reactive-protein.
showed that OS and inflammatory reaction could cause cardithe control group and those who received CAS
ac dysfunction and cognitive impairment in
mice [23]. In this study, we also analyzed the
were assigned to the research group. CAS
impacts of the two interventions on OS, inflamtreatment was found to alleviate nerve defects
matory response, and CF in patients with ICS. It
more significantly in ICS patients than CEA.
was confirmed that CAS contributed to more
This was mainly explained by better improveprominent improvement in the above three
ment of NIHSS score in the research group.
aspects than CEA intervention in ICS patients,
ICS is known to induce abnormal nerve blood
indicating that CAS treatment is more condusupply and consequently nerve defects, which
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Figure 4. Influences of both intervention methods on patients’ CF. A. Effects of the two intervention methods on the
ADL score of the patients. B. Effects of the two intervention methods on the RVR score of the patients. C. Effects of
the two intervention methods on the DS score of the patients. Note: **P < 0.01. CF, cognitive function; ADL, Activities of Daily Living; RVR, Rapid Verbal Retrieve; DS, Digit Span Test.

cive to inhibiting OS, relieving an inflammatory
reaction, and improving patients’ CF.
This study confirmed that CAS is effective in the
treatment of ICS. This method can significantly
alleviate nerve defects, OS, and inflammation,
and enhance patients’ CF, with equivalent
safety to CEA. However, this study has several
limitations. First, it is a non-randomized and
retrospective study. Second, there is no design
about patient prognosis, which restricted the
understanding of patient outcomes after the
two interventions. Third, the sample size of this
study is small, so it will be necessary to increase
the sample size to further improve the accuracy
of experimental results.
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